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Weekly learning is set to consolidate our OCN units. These units include: Looking and Acting Part of the 
Workplace, Making a Simple Meal, Practical Workshop Skills, Building Confidence and Self-Esteem, The 
Science of Food, Living in a Diverse Society, Reading, Writing, Speaking, Money and Time. 
 
With this in mind, I have been considering aspects of work as part of my weekly home learning packs, which 
support OCN units and evidence. You will see at the top of each section which units work will support. 

 

 

 

 

 
When students were last together in school they had been focusing on their roles as ‘Interactees’ (Junior 
Rotary) and this years organisation, which the group have chosen to support. 
 
One of there chosen charities was to support knitting in aid of Age UK (https://www.ageuk.org.uk/get-involved/
fundraise/the-big-knit/), so if you are or know any knitters, please ask them to take part and bring into school 
when we open again. Even better take a photo and we can celebrate together. 
 
 

 
Hello, it is great to catchup at this difficult time. 
 
I have been considering how students might continue to learn at home, by setting up 
weekly packs which 
continue to support student learning, whilst providing possible evidence which I will be 
able to use as part of  
students individual OCN portfolios. 
 
If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact me at  
wendy.arnfield@saxonhill.shaw-education.org.uk 

 

This years OCN unit is called ‘The Science of Food’. 
 
Our last amazing lesson at King Edwards, was about Owls and how they have two stomachs. We went on to 
dissect Owl pellets to establish what they had last eaten, there were lots of bones and it was quite smelly! 
As part of this weeks home learning I have suggested looking at Dolphins and that they too have two  
stomachs. You may wish to consider what other animals also have two stomachs. 
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Our OCN units for English this year are; Reading, Writing and Speaking. 
 
Please see suggested stories from home learning suggestions, read together and let me know what you think 
of each story and why. 

 
 

Like most stores Dobbie’s are closed to the public. 

 

I have been spending time cleaning and setting you my greenhouse ready to grow in the summer. The 
Dobbie’s manager has shared that many people are doing the same. 

If you wish to do the same Dobbie’s have great support ideas online https://www.dobbies.com/  

 

The Craft Barn is at present closed; however, if like me you have been having a tidy out at home, please  
remember some of these items might support The Craft Barn. If you could send these in when we return to 
school, I am sure Angie would be very grateful. 

 

 

The Foodbank (Trussel trust) whose warehouse is on the Saxon Hill ground, continues to be accessible as  
before via a variety of outlets. 

Along with this initiative, Saxon Hill have also been supporting with an Academy foodbank. 

  

Our Maths units for OCN are Money and Time. 

If you are shopping online for food, please ask your child to make choices, you could evidence this through a 
photo. 

This will build upon skills which students have been developing whilst shopping in the community, as they 
have shopped for Tuck-shop. 
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